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Abstract 
Purpose – Information seeking is often performed in collaborative contexts. The research into such 
collaborative information seeking (CIS) has been proceeding since the 1990s but lacks methodological 
discussions. This paper analyzes and discusses methodological issues in existing CIS studies. 
Design/methodology/approach – We systematically review 69 empirical CIS studies. 
Findings – The review shows that the most common methods of data collection are lab experiments (43%), 
observation (19%), and surveys (16%), that the most common methods of data analysis are description 
(33%), statistical testing (29%), and content analysis (19%), and that CIS studies involve a fairly even mix 
of novice, intermediate, and specialist participants. However, we also find that CIS research is dominated 
by exploratory studies, leaves it largely unexplored in what ways the findings of a study may be specific 
to the particular study setting, appears to assign primacy to precision at the expense of generalizability, 
struggles with investigating how CIS activities extend over time, and provides data about behavior to a 
larger extent than about reasons, experiences, and especially outcomes. 
Research limitations/implications – The major implication of this review is its identification of the need 
for a shared model to which individual CIS studies can contribute in a cumulative manner. To support the 
development of such a model we discuss a model of the core CIS process and a model of the factors that 
trigger CIS. 
Originality/value – This study assesses the current state of CIS research, provides guidance for future CIS 
studies, and aims to inspire further methodological discussion. 
 
Keywords: collaborative information seeking, collaborative search, information behavior, research 
methods 
Paper type: literature review 
 
1 Introduction 
Information seeking is integral to many collaborative activities. Teams of professionals seek and interact 
with information in engineering (Poltrock et al., 2003), government (Hansen and Järvelin, 2005), 
healthcare (Reddy and Jansen, 2008), research (Farooq et al., 2009), and various other work contexts. 
Similarly, people may seek information collaboratively in leisure situations (Amershi and Morris, 2008), 
when they attend school (Knight and Mercer, 2015), and so forth. The research area of collaborative 
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information seeking (CIS) has emerged around these activities and established a research base that 
evolves around empirical studies. Yet, CIS research lacks methodological discussions, partly because the 
foci of different CIS studies have called for the use of a variety of methods. This study reviews 
methodological issues in empirical CIS studies to assess the current state of CIS research, provide guidance 
for future CIS studies, and inspire further methodological discussion. 
CIS phenomena present many open questions. For example, some CIS studies aim to unravel what 
activities people engage in to seek information collaboratively and competently in real-life situations, 
while other studies aim to create and evaluate technologies to support people in their collaborative search 
for information. As a consequence, CIS research involves and embeds research from several other 
research areas, such as computer-supported cooperative work, human-computer interaction, information 
seeking, (interactive) information retrieval, library and information science, and social media. In this study 
we take CIS to imply a focus on the psychological, social, and possibly organizational aspects of how people 
seek information collaboratively. This way we, for example, exclude studies that are purely about the 
algorithmic aspects of CIS technologies, purely about individual information seeking, and purely about 
information sharing. But the studies included in our review may of course contain elements of, say, 
information sharing as part of their treatment of CIS phenomena. 
This review concerns the methods used in CIS studies. Methodological issues are important because they 
frame what studies are about and what can, and cannot, be concluded from them. To the best of our 
knowledge the only previous discussion of methods in CIS studies is Hyldegård et al. (2015). However, 
they merely discussed the methods of three CIS studies. In this paper we analyze and discuss 
methodological issues in 69 CIS studies following a systematic review approach. We review these CIS 
studies with respect to their level of investigation, methods of data collection, groups of participants, 
types of data collected, and methods of data analysis. Figure 1 illustrates the ten classifications that enter 
into our coding scheme and form the basis of our analysis and discussion. With the increasing number of 
CIS studies it has become pertinent to transition from exploratory toward more focused studies to 
advance CIS research. Such a transition is to a large extent methodological. We hope this review will 
support the CIS community in making this transition. 
In the following we first define the CIS concept to provide a background for the review. Then we describe 
our systematic review method, including its inclusion and exclusion criteria, and present the review 
results. Finally, we discuss patterns in the results and implications for future CIS studies. 
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Figure 1. CIS studies encircled by the ten classifications employed in this review. 
 
2 Background 
Research on the collaborative aspects of information seeking is relatively young. Many of the influential 
models of information seeking still portray it as an activity performed by individual information seekers 
(e.g., Case and Given, 2016; Kuhlthau, 2004; Wilson, 1999). CIS research focuses on how groups of people 
perform activities such as realizing their information needs, preparing for the search activity, collecting 
information, making sense of it, sharing resulting insights, and using the information in their work and 
leisure activities. A better understanding of CIS phenomena will provide improved possibilities and 
motivation for developing systems and services that support information behavior and task 
accomplishment in social, practical, and professional contexts. 
An early definition of CIS takes it to be “any activity that collectively resolves an information problem 
taken by members of a work-team, regardless of the nature of the actual retrieval of information” (Fidel 
et al., 2000, p. 236). This definition is explicitly inclusive and appears geared toward the exploratory nature 
of an early study. Later definitions have varied with the focus of the studies. An influential difference is 
whether studies primarily focus on the involved people’s interactions with a CIS system or with a work 
task (see the center box of Figure 1). For example, Paul and Morris (2009) emphasize system interactions 
and focus on CIS in relation to a single technology, the Web. They define collaborative search descriptively 
as the “many scenarios where groups collaboratively search the Web to find information” (p. 1771). In 
contrast, Hansen and Järvelin (2005) emphasize professional work situations and define CIS in relation to 
the tasks the information is intended to support. According to their definition CIS is “related to a specific 
problem solving activity that, implicitly or explicitly, involves human beings interacting with other 
human(s) directly and/or through texts” (Hansen and Järvelin, 2005, p. 1102). 
In his review of CIS research Foster (2006, p. 330) combines system-oriented and work-oriented 
perspectives by defining CIS as “the study of systems and practices that enable individuals to collaborate 
CIS studies 
People 
CIS system 
Task 
Data collection 
Participant type 
Participant experience 
Participant count 
Level of investigation 
Hypotheses? 
Comparative? 
Data analysis 
Data types 
Purpose 
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during the seeking, searching and retrieval of information”. We adopt this definition of CIS in the present 
review. An implicit feature of this definition is that it is open to elements performed by individual actors 
as long as these elements serve to enable collaboration about the acquisition of information. This feature 
has subsequently been accentuated by Hertzum (2008), who characterizes CIS as the combination of 
information-seeking activities, which can be performed by individual actors or by several actors in 
collaboration, and collaborative-grounding activities, which are necessarily collaborative. Shah (2014, p. 
216) makes a similar point when he distinguishes two ways in which collaboration and information seeking 
are connected in CIS studies: In “collaboration to help information seeking” the actors perform 
information-seeking activities together. In “information seeking to help collaboration” the actors, mainly, 
collaborate in the activities that lead up to and follow after the information seeking as such. 
3 Review method 
The present study followed a systematic review process, see Figure 2. We chose a systematic review to 
be explicit about how the reviewed studies were identified and analyzed. In the following, we describe 
the five stages of the process, which resulted in the inclusion of 69 CIS papers in the review. 
 
Identifying sources of CIS studies 
 10 sources selected 1261 references including duplicates  
  
Removing duplicate references 743 unique references (i.e., papers) 
  
Selecting candidate papers 
 Apply inclusion criteria to reference info 
 2 coders, kept papers selected by 1 or both 
186 candidate papers 
  
Selecting papers for review 
 Apply inclusion criteria to full papers 
 2 coders, followed by consensus-building 
69 papers included in review 
  
Coding the content of the papers 
 Coding scheme with 10 classifications 
 2 coders, followed by consensus-building 
 
 
Figure 2. The process of selecting and coding the collaborative information seeking (CIS) studies 
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3.1 Identifying sources of CIS studies 
The first stage was to identify the sources from which CIS papers would be selected for our review. CIS 
papers are scattered across many journals and conferences because this research area does not have its 
own journal, conference series, or book series. The scatteredness prevented us from selecting specified 
journals and conferences as our sources of CIS papers. We also chose against finding CIS papers by 
searching for papers containing specified terms because it was unclear to us which terms to include in the 
query to capture the papers that did not make use of the label “collaborative information seeking”. 
Instead we utilized the presence of a number of recent books, edited collections, reviews, and 
introductory articles in the area of collaborative information seeking/collaborative information 
retrieval/collaborative search. By focusing on these milestone sources as well as on obtaining a spread of 
early and new sources, we identified ten sources of CIS papers, see Table 1. The ten sources were 
published between 2006 and 2016, had passed the quality assessment of peer-reviewing, and contained 
a total of 1261 references. 
 
Table 1. Sources of studies about collaborative information seeking 
Source Type References 
Foster (2006) Review 76  
Golovchinsky et al. (2009) Introductory article 8  
Hansen et al. (2015) Edited collection 513  
Hertzum (2008) Introductory article 33  
Morris and Teevan (2010) Book 86  
Shah (2010) Review 92  
Shah (2012) Book 247  
Shah (2014) Review 99  
Shah et al. (2014) Edited collection 87  
Tamine and Soulier (2016) Introductory article 20  
 
3.2 Removing duplicate references 
The ten sources referenced some of the same publications. Thus, the total set of 1261 references 
contained a number of duplicates. In the second stage the duplicates were identified and removed 
through a process of automated pattern matching and manual follow-up. After duplicate removal we had 
743 unique references. 
3.3 Selecting candidate papers 
While the previous stages aimed to ensure that the 743 unique references included an extensive sample 
of disparate CIS studies, there were also non-CIS studies among the references. At the third stage we 
reduced the 743 unique references to a set of candidate papers that were most likely about CIS. We 
postponed the final selection of which papers to review until the fourth stage. The rationale for confining 
the third stage to tentative selection was to be able to remove the majority of the non-CIS studies in a 
cost-efficient manner: We selected the candidate papers on the basis of the reference as it appeared in 
the source. To determine whether to include a paper among the candidate papers we matched its 
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reference against a list of inclusion criteria. The inclusion criteria were specified prior to the matching 
process; a candidate paper had to satisfy all eight of them. We included: 
 Studies of collaboration to help information seeking as well as studies of information seeking to help 
collaboration (conversely, we excluded studies of individual information seeking). 
 Studies of the psychological, social, and organizational aspects of how people seek information 
(conversely, we excluded studies of the algorithmic aspects of providing technological support for 
information retrieval). 
 Studies in which the actors who collaborated on a task needed to consult resources external to their 
own knowledge (conversely, we excluded studies restricted to information sharing within the group 
of collaborating actors). 
 Studies of information needs, seeking, and use (conversely, we excluded studies of knowledge 
management, which tends to focus on the organization rather than the information seekers). 
 Empirical studies (conversely, we excluded papers not based on empirical data and empirical papers 
that did not contain a description of their method). 
 Research papers published in journals, edited books, and conference proceedings (conversely, we 
excluded books, theses, and publications such as posters and workshop contributions). 
 Only the most extensive paper when multiple versions existed (e.g., a study published first at a 
conference and then in a journal). 
 Papers in English. 
The two authors independently matched the 743 references against the inclusion criteria and assessed 
which papers to include among the candidate papers. As a precursor to this assessment the authors 
initially assessed 60 references and discussed their assessments of whether they were candidate papers. 
This discussion served to reach consensus about the inclusion or exclusion of the 60 references and to 
create a shared understanding of the inclusion criteria. On this basis both authors assessed the remaining 
683 references. Cohen’s (1960) kappa of the agreement between the authors was .63, which indicated 
“substantial” agreement (Landis and Koch, 1977). We defined the set of candidate papers as the 186 
papers selected for inclusion by one or both authors. 
3.4 Selecting papers for review 
The fourth stage consisted of assessing the 186 tentatively selected papers to make the final selection of 
which papers to include in the review. This final selection was made on the basis of the full text of the 186 
candidate papers. The authors independently matched these papers against the inclusion criteria, which 
were the same as in the previous stage. The agreement (Cohen’s kappa) between the authors was .64, 
again indicating “substantial” agreement (Landis and Koch, 1977). For 153 papers the authors agreed; the 
33 disagreements were discussed and a consensus was reached about whether or not to include these 
papers in the review. Appendix A lists the 69 papers we included in the review. 
3.5 Coding the content of the papers 
In the final stage of the analysis a coding scheme was developed and the content of the 69 papers was 
coded against this coding scheme. We developed the coding scheme on the basis of discussions about 
which issues we considered important to understanding and assessing methodological issues in empirical 
CIS studies. These discussions were informed by the knowledge we had gained about the papers during 
the previous stages. The resulting coding scheme consisted of ten classifications, see Table 2. An eleventh 
classification (the size of the CIS groups) was attempted but subsequently dropped because the group size 
could not be ascertained for many of the papers. For all but the classification of data types we coded the 
papers by selecting the one category that best matched the content of the paper; for the classification of 
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data types we selected all the categories that matched the content of the paper. We acknowledge that 
the coding is our interpretation of the content of the papers. If different parts of a paper suggested 
different codings then we weighed the content of these parts against each other and decided on a coding. 
To create a shared understanding of the coding scheme the authors initially coded 10 of the 69 papers 
and discussed their codings to reach consensus about the papers they had coded differently. Then the 
authors independently coded the remaining 59 papers. The agreement (Cohen’s kappa) between the two 
authors was in the .61-.80 range (“substantial”, according to Landis and Koch, 1977) for three of the 
classifications and in the .81-1.00 range (“almost perfect”, according to Landis and Koch, 1977) for six of 
the classifications, see Table 2. For the last of the ten classifications the agreement could not be assessed 
with kappa, because the data were not nominal; the authors agreed about 81% of their codings for this 
classification. For all ten classification the two authors discussed their disagreements until a consensus 
was reached. 
 
Table 2. The coding scheme 
Categories Kappa 
Purpose .75 
 Investigating the behavior of people engaged in a task that involves CIS activities 
 
 Investigating the interaction between users and a CIS system 
 
 Investigating the design of a CIS system 
 
Level of investigation .71 
 Exploratory (aimed at affirming existence or exemplifying constructs/relations) 
 
 Analytic (aimed at providing coherent/rich descriptions) 
 
 Confirmatory (aimed at testing a model or hypothesis) 
 
Hypothesis? 1.00 
 Hypotheses are explicitly presented 
 
 Hypotheses are not presented 
 
Comparative? .89 
 An analysis of one CIS system, CIS team, or another entity 
 
 A comparison of multiple CIS systems, CIS teams, or other entities 
 
Participant type .89 
 Professionals (persons with education and training in the work domain) 
 
 Citizens (persons performing an activity in a leisure or other non-work context) 
 
 Students (persons studying at a university or another educational institution) 
 
 Other 
 
Participant experience .66 
 Novices (persons with little or no experience with an activity or system)  
 Intermediate (persons with weeks or months of experience with an activity or system)  
 Specialists (persons with years of experience with an activity or system)  
 Other  
Data collection .91 
 Laboratory experiment (study under controlled conditions away from real environment) 
 
 Field experiment (study in real environment while controlling certain conditions) 
 
 Observation (study of real environment without controlling or deliberately disturbing it) 
 
 Interview (talking with people one-on-one about an issue, typically face to face) 
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 Focus group (talking with multiple people who are simultaneously present face to face) 
 
 Survey (battery of fixed questions, often answered by selecting from fixed options) 
 
 Action research (taking part in real environment to change and investigate it) 
 
 Diaries (informants’ own, possibly prompted, recordings of their behavior and reflections) 
 
 Document analysis (collecting real documents from real environment) 
 
 Log analysis (automated recording of people’s actual behavior in real environment) 
 
Data analysis .85 
 Statistical testing (inferential statistics to test for correlations and differences in means) 
 
 Descriptive statistics (describing data numerically or using graphs) 
 
 Content analysis (categories are specified and the data are coded into these categories) 
 
 Descriptive analysis (the data are described textually and examples are provided) 
 
 Grounded theory (a bottom-up analysis consisting of open, axial, and selective coding) 
 
 Other 
 
Data types .87 
 Behavior (how people use systems and perform activities) 
 
 Experiences (how people experience and perceive systems and activities)  
 Reasons (how people understand and reason about systems and activities)  
 Outcomes (the quality and/or quantity of the product resulting from the activities) 
 
Participant count 81%a 
 Number of participants, summed across studies if the paper contains multiple studies  
Note: a A kappa value could not be calculated because the participant count is not a nominal variable. We 
instead report the percentage of the papers for which the authors agreed in their coding. 
 
4 Review results 
The 69 reviewed papers were published between 1993 and 2017 with a increasing trend for all but the 
last five-year period: 4 (1993-97), 6 (1998-2002), 17 (2003-07), 27 (2008-2012), and 15 (2013-2017). CIS 
papers published 2013-17 were likely underrepresented in our sample because we selected the papers 
for the review by backward chaining from already published sources. In terms of outlet, the papers were 
from 16 different journals, 21 different conference series, and 1 book. The large number of outlets 
illustrates that CIS is a cross-disciplinary area, which may suggest methodological variety. 
4.1 Level of investigation 
We distinguished between three levels of investigation, see Table 3. The majority of the reviewed papers 
were exploratory in that they aimed at affirming the existence of CIS phenomena or exemplifying 
constructs or relations that entered into CIS. For example, O'Day and Jeffries (1993) studied regular clients 
of professional search intermediaries and found that the clients acted as intermediaries themselves, 
sharing the information they had received and often doing it in collaborative settings that allowed for 
ensuring that the shared information was understood. Until 2001 all the reviewed papers were 
exploratory. The first analytic paper was Shapira et al. (2001), who investigated whether providing 
incentives in an information retrieval system motivated users to contribute evaluations of the information 
items to assist other users with similar needs. They found that rather inexpensive incentives produced 
modest but significant increases in cooperative behavior. The only confirmatory paper was Tamine and 
Soulier (2015), who aimed to test the hypotheses that the collaborators’ behaviors were complementary 
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with respect to division-of-labor policies and that differences in the collaborators’ behavior represented 
complementarity signals. While we consider this paper confirmatory, it is noteworthy that the authors did 
not report whether the hypotheses were confirmed. Apart from Tamine and Soulier (2015), none of the 
reviewed papers contained explicitly stated hypotheses. 
 
Table 3. Levels of investigation 
Level of investigation Comparative  Total Percent 
 Yes No    
Exploratory 7 33  40 58 
Analytic 18 10  28 41 
Confirmatory 1 0  1 1 
 
The large number of exploratory papers and the near absence of confirmatory papers indicate that the 
CIS papers rarely built on each other in a systematic manner. Rather than refining a preexisting CIS 
framework, the papers searched for insights that might inform the future construction of a unifying CIS 
framework. The papers were instead systematic in a manner restricted to the internal setup of the 
individual study. For 26 (38%) of the papers this setup involved comparison. For example, the papers 
compared the CIS behavior of teams in different work contexts (Reddy and Jansen, 2008), compared CIS 
in leisure and work contexts (Elbeshausen et al., 2015), compared CIS systems with baseline search 
systems (Freyne et al., 2004), compared the CIS behavior of co-located and remotely located collaborators 
(González-Ibánez et al., 2013), and compared the performance of collaborating pairs of users with that of 
users working individually (Lazonder, 2005). Comparison occurred in papers at all three levels of 
investigation (Table 3), thereby showing that it was used for exploring variety as well as for examining 
causality. 
4.2 Methods of data collection 
The top-three methods of data collection in the reviewed CIS studies were lab experiments, observation, 
and surveys, see Table 4. As much as 78% of the studies employed one of these three methods. Lab 
experiments comprised 22 of the 24 studies that investigated interaction, 4 of the 6 studies that 
investigated design, and 4 of the 39 studies that investigated behavior. The other data-collection methods 
were near exclusively used when investigating behavior. Overall, 57% of the papers investigated behavior, 
35% investigated interaction, and only 9% investigated design. 
 
Table 4. Data-collection methods and their distribution on study purposes 
Data collection Purpose  Total Percent 
 Behavior Interaction Design    
Lab experiment 4 22 4  30 43 
Observation 13 0 0  13 19 
Survey 10 0 1  11 16 
Interview 4 2 0  6 9 
Field experiment 4 0 1  5 7 
Diaries 2 0 0  2 3 
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Log analysis 1 0 0  1 1 
Document analysis 1 0 0  1 1 
Action research 0 0 0  0 0 
Focus group 0 0 0  0 0 
 
The typical lab experiment investigated the interaction between users and a specific CIS system. For 
example, Morris and Horvitz (2007) studied how the SearchTogether prototype facilitated collaboration 
among users during web searching. Seven pairs of users spent 20 minutes looking for information about 
a topic of mutual interest, including the planning of upcoming joint travel. The two users in a pair were 
seated in the same room, facing opposite walls, and instructed to pretend that they were at different 
locations to simulate remote collaboration. To maintain awareness of their collaborator’s activities the 
users frequently turned to the query history in SearchTogether. They also used the instant-messaging 
feature to collaborate on their search task. As already mentioned the lab experiments also included the 
majority of the papers that focused primarily on the features of CIS systems (i.e., the papers investigating 
design). For example, Isenberg and Fisher (2009) described the user interface of Cambiera, a tabletop CIS 
system for supporting small groups of intelligence analysts in reconstructing stories from large amounts 
of data. In addition to the system description, the paper also reported from an initial usability evaluation. 
The evaluation involved three sessions of about 40 minutes. While the users appeared to understand 
Cambiera’s collaborative features, they were not able to use them effectively because the restricted size 
of the tabletop interface meant that the opened documents were often on top of each other. Brief 
sessions, pretence, and small groups were common to the lab experiments. Specifically, the group size 
ranged from two to four users. It may be surprising that 15 (50%) of the lab experiments were exploratory 
rather than analytic or confirmatory. The observation studies displayed a similarly even split between 
exploratory and analytic papers. 
All 13 observation studies investigated people’s behavior when they engaged in CIS. The people studied 
in these papers might use various CIS tools but the focus of the papers was the broader issues of how 
people find and make sense of information in the context of their collaborative activities. For example, 
Bruce et al. (2003) compared two design teams with respect to how the team members sought and used 
information. Both teams consisted of about ten persons, who were observed during work activities, 
especially team meetings. While the work context for the two teams was distinctly different, their 
information behavior was similar in its reliance on direct communication among people. An important 
activity in both teams was weekly meetings to identify and discuss information needs in a collaborative 
forum. The observation studies investigated collaborative activities that extended over prolonged periods, 
for example Hertzum (2002) observed a multi-year design project and Reddy and Spence (2008) observed 
a hospital department that was in operation around the clock. For this reason alone the size of the groups 
varied over the course of the activity but they tended to number ten or more people. While all these 
people were involved in CIS incidents, the individual CIS incident merely involved a subset of the group 
members. In addition, the investigated CIS incidents were often brief: the selection of an information 
source (Hertzum, 2002), the situations that triggered collaborative as opposed to individual information 
seeking (Reddy and Spence, 2008), and so forth. Thus, it is not straightforward to conclude whether the 
observation studies differed from the lab experiments as regards the duration of CIS incidents and the 
size of CIS groups. They did, however, differ in their focus on co-located versus remote situations. Whereas 
many of the lab experiments concerned CIS systems that enabled remotely located collaborators to seek 
information together, all but one (Twidale and Nichols, 1996) of the observation studies were about the 
CIS behavior of collaborators who were co-located at least part of the time. 
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The surveys were predominantly exploratory (10 of 11 papers), non-comparative (10 of 11 papers), and 
investigating behavior (10 of 11 papers). For example, Morris (2013) surveyed whether the respondents 
had ever collaborated with others to search the web. The finding that 65% of the respondents had 
engaged in collaborative web searches indicated the prevalence of CIS, especially among the younger 
respondents. Groups of two (31%), three (23%), and four (24%) collaborators dominated; only 22% of the 
respondents had been in CIS groups of five or more collaborators. For the majority of the searches the 
groups had not been co-located. None of the surveys aimed to validate a model about what constructs 
that affected CIS behavior and how such constructs were interrelated. Instead, the surveys explored what 
kinds of CIS activities people engaged in, what tools they used, what barriers they experienced, and so 
forth. The response rate was reported for only five of the surveys: 16% (Morris, 2013), 28% (Morris, 2008), 
46% (Böhm et al., 2014), 47% (Spence et al., 2005), and 54% (Hertzum, 2010). The study by Hyldegård 
(2009b) was special because the ten survey participants were simultaneously involved in other study 
activities; all ten participants took the survey. Response rates were not available for the five remaining 
surveys because the respondents were recruited through crowdsourcing, mailing lists, and other means 
that masked who received the survey, and how many. The uncertainty about who received the surveys 
and the low response rate for several of them emphasize their exploratory nature. The only analytic survey 
(Hertzum, 2010) investigated breakdowns in CIS in a healthcare context and found that most of the 
breakdowns occurred during the collaborative grounding of information that was known to some of the 
collaborators – but remained unknown or unclear to those who were to act on it. 
The interview studies provided access to the participants’ accounts of their CIS activities and their 
thoughts about these activities. In all but one of these studies the participants were interviewed about 
CIS activities that predated the participants’ recruitment for the study. For example, Given and Willson 
(2015) interviewed humanities scholars about their research practices to investigate the role of CIS in 
these practices, finding “a lack of group-based information seeking practices within collaborative research 
practices” (p. 139). As this study illustrated, the participants’ practices might turn out to be thin on CIS. 
To circumvent this concern Kelly and Payne (2014) had the recruited participants use a specified CIS 
system (Coagmento or Diigo) for satisfying a self-selected information need before they were interviewed. 
The participants installed the CIS system on their own computer and used the system during their own 
time. That is, Kelly and Payne (2014) extended their interviews with elements of a field experiment. 
Relatedly, interviews were a frequent subcomponent of observation studies in addition to being the 
primary method of data collection in six papers. 
The field experiments aimed to combine the experimental control normally confined to lab settings with 
the validity of conducting studies in naturalistic settings. Four of the five field experiments concerned CIS 
in elementary education and were conducted in the classroom. For example, Knight and Mercer (2015) 
had groups of two or three pupils search for answers to questions about role models. The groups that 
engaged the most in reasoned discussion during their searches were most successful in correctly 
answering the questions. Two papers (Hyldegård, 2006, 2009a) were based on diaries to collect 
longitudinal data about the user experience associated with university students’ CIS during collaborative 
project assignments. The diary studies concerned how the user experience and CIS behavior evolved in 
relation to the progression of the project assignments and, thus, served to contextualize CIS in the task 
that caused it. Continuing the focus on CIS in educational settings, Zhou and Stahl (2007) made a log 
analysis of CIS in an online math forum for secondary-education students. The log data were at a level of 
detail that allowed for analyzing the conversational turns taken by the groups of participants in exploring 
and making collaborative sense of the math problems. In addition to the math problem-solving the 
participants sometimes went off topic and socialized. From the perspective of building ties and group 
commitment such socialization was an important part of CIS. Prekop (2002) made a document analysis of 
CIS in a military working group. The input to the analysis was the minutes of the working-group meetings. 
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These minutes enabled an analysis of the CIS roles formally assigned to participants and informally 
adopted by them. Finally, it should be noted that none of the 69 reviewed papers were action research or 
focus group studies. 
4.3 Study participants 
The participants in the reviewed studies were fairly evenly distributed across levels of experience: 19 
(28%) intermediate, 17 (25%) novice, 13 (19%) specialist, and 20 (29%) other. The 20 studies in the ‘other’ 
group either did not report the participants’ experience or involved a mix of specialists, intermediates, 
and novices. In several cases CIS systems intended for users with mixed experience were studied with 
novices as users, but mostly the study participants’ experience matched that of the intended users. The 
reviewed papers provide ample evidence of CIS at all three levels of participant experience, thereby 
verifying the need for investigating CIS for novice, intermediate as well as specialist participants. In 
educational settings (e.g., Kuiper et al., 2009) the participants were learners, who almost by definition 
lack experience. In corporate settings (e.g., Ehrlich and Cash, 1994) the participants were typically more 
experienced. In leisure settings (e.g., Yue et al., 2012) the participants spanned multiple levels of 
experience, including intermediate. Unsurprisingly, the specialists were always professionals and the 
novices predominantly students. Overall, students (45%) were a slightly more common participant type 
than professionals (41%); the remaining 14% of the papers had the participant type ‘other’. 
Table 5 shows how the participants’ experience was distributed across the methods of data collection and 
gives the median number of participants for each data-collection method. We report the median, rather 
than the mean, to avoid that extreme values skew the results (see Appendix A for the number of 
participants in the individual studies). The log analyses and surveys involved substantially more 
participants than the other studies. For document analyses, lab experiments, field experiments, 
interviews, and observation the median number of participants was between 18 and 28, a fairly narrow 
range. Different methods of data collection were used in studies involving specialists and novices. 
Specialists, but not novices, participated in interviews, surveys, and document analyses; novices, but not 
specialists, participated in lab experiments, field experiments, and log analyses. Observation was the only 
method used in studies of both specialists (e.g., Hansen and Järvelin, 2005) and novices (e.g., Twidale and 
Nichols, 1996). 
 
Table 5. Study participants 
Data collection Participant experience  Median number  
 Specialist Intermediate Novice Other 
 
of participants a 
Log analysis 0 0 1 0  200 
Survey 2 4 0 5  180 
Document analysis 1 0 0 0  28 
Lab experiment 0 11 9 10 
 
27.5 
Field experiment 0 0 5 0 
 
20 
Interview 3 1 0 2 
 
20 
Observation 7 1 2 3  18 
Diaries 0 2 0 0  7.5 
a Studies not reporting the number of participants were excluded from the calculations of the median, see 
Appendix A. 
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4.4 Types of data 
As many as 66 (96%) of the reviewed papers provided data about CIS behavior, that is about the 
collaborative activities people engaged in to seek and make sense of information. In addition, 35 (51%) 
papers provided data about reasons, that is about the cognitive aspects of CIS; 28 (41%) papers provided 
data about experiences, that is about the affective aspects of CIS; and 21 (30%) papers provided data 
about the outcomes of CIS. The studied behavioral aspects included, among others, the critical tasks 
involved in scientists’ CIS (Blake and Pratt, 2006), the activities performed by users to remain aware of 
remotely located collaborators when using CIS systems (Shah, 2013), and the automatic mining of 
patterns in users’ actions to enable CIS systems to identify users with different CIS roles (Soulier et al., 
2014). Twelve papers provided data about behavior only (e.g., Diamadis and Polyzos, 2004) but the 
majority of the papers combined data about behavior with data about at least one of reasons, 
experiences, and outcomes. 
The studied reasons included consulting colleagues because they were more experienced (Fidel et al., 
2004), liking a CIS system because access to collaborators’ search queries was considered useful (Tao and 
Tombros, 2013), sharing information with others because these particular pieces of information were 
deemed important to a joint task (Paul and Reddy, 2010), directing one’s searches toward a particular 
topic because a CIS tool made it visible that collaborators were attending to that topic (Capra et al., 2013), 
choosing to interact with other researchers because they cited papers similar to the ones cited by the user 
(Farooq et al., 2009), and shifting from individual to collaborative information behavior because problem 
complexity increased (Reddy and Jansen, 2008). Collectively these reasons provided explanations and 
rationales for a variety of CIS behaviors and system assessments. 
The studied experiences showed that CIS was for the most part experienced favorably. For example, 
Spence et al. (2005) found that the surveyed researchers experienced collaborative searching as easier, 
quicker, and leading to more relevant information than individual searching. Relatedly, Church et al. 
(2012) found that the top motivator for mobile search in social settings was to satisfy the survey 
respondents’ curiosity whereas alleviating boredom was the least common motivator. However, it has 
also been documented how student collaborators experienced uncertainty, frustration, stress, and 
disappointment in relation to the information-seeking activities of their evolving projects (Hyldegård, 
2006, 2009a). To the extent that experiences were studied along with outcomes, the studies tacitly 
assumed that the relation between the two was one of experiences following from outcomes. Only one 
study investigated the opposite direction of influence: experiential factors giving rise to CIS outcomes. In 
this study González-Ibánez and Shah (2014) found that pairs of collaborators who had both been induced 
a negative affective state subsequently solved more CIS tasks correctly than pairs in which one or both 
collaborators had been induced a positive affective state. The authors speculated that negative affective 
states might be associated with more careful evaluation of retrieved information. 
The studied outcomes included the precision and recall of the searches performed under different CIS 
conditions (González-Ibánez et al., 2013; Joho et al., 2008; Smeaton et al., 2007), the number of facts 
discovered by users seeking information online either collaboratively or individually (Evans et al., 2010), 
and the number of correct answers to tasks investigated through collaborative web searching (Amershi 
and Morris, 2008). These outcome measures were all from lab experiments and rather restricted in their 
conception of CIS outcomes. In contrast, Kuiper et al. (2009) measured outcomes as the improvement in 
the students’ knowledge about the topic of the searches from before to after the field experiment and 
Hertzum (2010) analyzed adverse medication incidents in hospitals to determine the CIS breakdowns that 
caused the incidents. In terms of examples of the downstream outcomes of CIS, Church et al. (2012, p. 
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398) documented that social mobile search influenced decisions (e.g., “We decided not to take the car”), 
plans (e.g. “We will read the book”), actions (e.g., “we booked the travel”), and purchases (e.g., “We had 
to buy an umbrella”). 
Table 6 shows the distribution of the four data types onto the methods of data collection. Data about 
experiences were mainly collected through surveys and lab experiments; surprisingly few interview 
studies contained data about experiences. The methods that provided data about outcomes were mainly 
surveys, lab experiments, and field experiments. Conversely, data about reasons were spread across many 
methods of data collection. The average number of data types per study varied from 1.00 (log analyses) 
to 2.55 (surveys), thereby suggesting a more comprehensive coverage of types of CIS phenomena in 
surveys, lab experiments, and interviews (Table 6). Only three papers provided all four types of data: one 
survey (Church et al., 2012) and two lab experiments (Evans et al., 2010; Joho et al., 2008). 
 
Table 6. Data types distributed onto methods of data collection 
Data collection Data types  Total Data types  
Behavior Experiences Reasons Outcomes  studies per study 
Survey 11 5 9 3  11 2.55 
Lab experiment 28 18 11 14  30 2.37 
Interview 6 2 5 1  6 2.33 
Diaries 2 2 0 0  2 2.00 
Document analysis 1 0 1 0  1 2.00 
Field experiment 5 0 1 3  5 1.80 
Observation 12 1 8 0  13 1.62 
Log analysis 1 0 0 0  1 1.00 
 
4.5 Methods of data analysis 
The CIS studies were evenly split between 28 qualitative analyses (description, grounded theory) and 27 
quantitative analyses (statistical testing, descriptive statistics) with content analysis as an intermediate 
category, see Table 7. We reiterate that we coded the primary method of data analysis. Specifically, all 
studies contained elements of description as a supplementary method. For all methods the analyzed data 
were spread across the data types (Table 7). 
Description ranged from rich narratives in observation studies (Fidel et al., 2004) to qualitative accounts 
of lab experiments (Aneiros and Estivill-Castro, 2005). A common characteristic of these studies was that 
they contained neither statistics nor coding of the data into categories. Statistical testing was a more 
uniform category of studies, 14 (70%) of which were lab experiments (e.g., Shapira et al., 2001). Content 
analysis was used for categorizing the data, characterizing the content of the categories, and determining 
the number of elements in each category. Like description, content analysis was used for analyzing data 
collected with a variety of methods, including five lab experiments (e.g. Shah, 2013) and two interview 
studies (e.g., Kelly and Payne, 2014). Descriptive statistics mostly served as a supplementary method of 
data analysis; it was the primary method in only seven studies, including an observation study (Hansen 
and Järvelin, 2005). Grounded theory was used to categorize the collected data in a bottom-up manner, 
thereby aiming – through categorizing still more data and revising previously created categories – to build 
a coherent understanding of the data (e.g., Given and Willson, 2015). Notably, the parts of grounded 
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theory intended to govern data collection (e.g., theoretical saturation, see Glaser and Strauss, 1967) were 
not mentioned in the reviewed studies, which merely employed grounded theory during data analysis. 
 
Table 7. Methods of data analysis, and the types of data analyzed 
Data analysis Data types  Total Percent 
 Behavior Experiences Reasons Outcomes  studies  
Description 21 5 12 2  23 33 
Statistical testing 19 12 7 12  20 29 
Content analysis 13 4 6 4  13 19 
Descriptive statistics 7 3 5 3  7 10 
Grounded theory 5 3 5 0  5 7 
Other 1 1 0 0  1 1 
 
5 Discussion 
Methodological issues influence CIS studies in multifarious ways. In the following we summarize the many 
details of this review in main findings, discuss model building as its major implication, and account for the 
limitations of this review. 
5.1 Methodological CIS issues 
The present review of methodological issues in empirical CIS studies can be summarized in six main 
findings. First, CIS research is dominated by exploratory studies. Only one of the 69 reviewed papers is 
confirmatory. We see this as indicating that CIS is a young research area that is still searching for its main 
concepts and models. In the absence of authoritative models each CIS study tends to contribute empirical 
insights, which is commendable, but also to struggle to enrich previous research in a cumulative manner. 
The state of affairs is illustrated by the large number of studies that motivate a focus on CIS by noting that 
most models of information seeking assume that it is an activity performed by individual actors (e.g., 
Capra et al., 2013; Paul and Morris, 2011; Soulier et al., 2014). After 25 years of CIS research one could 
have hoped that studies were consistently motivated by more specific questions and distinctions than the 
observation that CIS phenomena exist. The development of a shared model or framework to which 
individual CIS studies can cumulatively contribute would be a major step forward for CIS research. 
Second, the three most common methods of data collection in the reviewed studies are lab experiments 
(43%), observation (19%), and surveys (16%). McGrath (1981) argues that these three methods achieve 
maximum precision in control and measurement, maximum realism of the context, and maximum 
generalizability with respect to populations, respectively. He goes on to argue that, unfortunately, these 
three desiderata are achieved at the expense of each other. Thus, the most common method of data 
collection in CIS studies lacks realism and generalizability, the second-most common method lacks 
precision and generalizability, and surveys lack precision and realism. Field experiments (7% of the CIS 
studies) attempt to achieve both precision and realism but still at the expense of generalizability. 
Collectively CIS research appears to assign primacy to precision and be low on generalizability. In 
continuation of this finding CIS research is biased toward the fairly brief CIS activities that can be studied 
in the lab. 
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Third, it is a methodological challenge that CIS activities extend over time and involve people who may be 
at different locations. For example, lab experiments are confined to fairly brief sessions and surveys 
capture snapshots and aggregates better than evolution. To investigate how CIS activities unfold over time 
we propose diary studies and observation even though they are demanding in participant motivation and 
researcher resources, respectively. Only two of the reviewed studies are diary studies. And none of them 
used contemporary means of experience sampling, such as prompting participants for information by 
sending them text messages at preset or randomly selected points in times (e.g., Bolger and Laurenceau, 
2013). We specifically note a need for observation studies of remote CIS to understand better the situated 
ways in which real-world CIS activities unfold among people who are not face to face. Such studies call for 
multiple researchers to coordinate their observation sessions, for simultaneous video recordings at 
multiple sites, or for other inventive methods of data collection. 
Fourth, the participants in the reviewed studies are a fairly even mix of novices, intermediates, and 
specialists. The participants’ level of experience varies with the method of data collection, thereby 
suggesting that convenience has been a larger factor in the selection of participants for some methods 
(e.g., lab experiments) than others. In most of the studies of concrete CIS systems the participants’ 
experience matches that of the intended users but it should be noted that none of the studies investigate 
the relation between CIS phenomena and the level of participant experience. With respect to group size 
Morris (2013) finds that 78% of CIS groups consist of 2-4 people. While the reviewed lab experiments 
involved CIS groups of that size, the group size appeared to be larger in the observation studies. In 
addition, the size of a CIS group may change over time because people dynamically enter and leave the 
group in response to the demands of its task. Longitudinal studies are needed to investigate the 
consequences of such dynamic group membership. 
Fifth, while 96% of the reviewed papers provide data about CIS behavior, substantially fewer of them 
investigate the reasons (51%), experiences (41%), and outcomes (30%) associated with CIS. Each of the 
reviewed papers provides data about an average of only 2.17 of the four types of data. As a consequence 
the interactions between CIS behavior and the associated reasons, experiences, and outcomes are not 
well-understood. It is for example not clear whether people enjoy CIS activities or largely perform them 
for utilitarian reasons. Aside from lab experiments, only seven studies investigate CIS outcomes. That is, 
we know little about the downstream effects of CIS. One pertinent, but largely unanswered, question 
concerns the conditions under which CIS leads to quality results that move real-world tasks toward 
successful completion. 
Sixth, it remains a limitation of the reviewed studies that it is largely unknown in what ways the findings 
are specific to the studied people, tasks, and CIS systems. This limitation could, in part, be mitigated by 
providing more detail about study participants, task characteristics, and so forth in the individual study. 
To get beyond this partial solution the CIS community needs a shared framework that makes it possible 
to relate individual studies to each other in a more systematic manner and, thereby, use these relations 
to gain an understanding of how the findings of a study depend on the particulars of the study. In terms 
of unexploited possibilities we also note that action research was not used in any of the reviewed studies. 
The absence of action research may indicate a lack of knowledge among CIS researchers about how to do 
CIS effectively and efficiently, thereby discouraging research interventions to promote specified CIS 
practices. 
5.2 The major implication: model building 
We contend that the major implication of this review is its identification of the need for a shared model 
or framework to which individual CIS studies can cumulatively contribute. To support the CIS community 
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in building such a model or framework we will consider two different models: a core model of the CIS 
process and a tentative model of the factors that give rise to CIS. 
When CIS studies propose models it is near exclusively process models (e.g., Blake and Pratt, 2006; Böhm 
et al., 2014; Evans and Chi, 2010; Hansen and Järvelin, 2005). Several of these models are detailed (with 
over 10 activities and over 20 inter-activity relations) but at an aggregate level CIS proceeds from need 
recognition through information seeking and collaborative grounding to information use and task 
completion, see Figure 3. We provide an aggregate-level model because we find that discussion and 
agreement about such a core model would be an important first step in enabling CIS studies to build more 
systematically on each other. The distinction between information seeking and collaborative grounding 
(a.k.a., sensemaking; Paul and Morris, 2011) is emphasized in several observation studies. For example, 
Hertzum (2002) found that the studied team of software engineers often delegated information-seeking 
activities to individuals or subgroups who subsequently reported back to the team, which then discussed 
and collaboratively grounded the retrieved information. Conversely, in some of the lab experiments 
information seeking and collaborative grounding are intermixed to the point of being indistinguishable 
because the timeframe for the entire CIS activity is compressed (e.g., Yue et al., 2012). 
 
 
Figure 3. Core model of the CIS process 
 
A few of the reviewed studies provide models that are not process models. For example, the model by 
Reddy and Jansen (2008) seeks to show the situational characteristics that trigger CIS. Their model 
proposes that people shift from individual to collaborative information seeking when their problems 
expand from simple to complex, when the number of actors involved in the task grows from single to 
multiple, and when the interactions among the actors evolve from direct to conversational. We appreciate 
the focus on the situational characteristics that trigger CIS but also think that the range of triggers may be 
substantially wider. 
The theories of reasoned action (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975) and planned behavior (Ajzen, 1991) provide a 
possible theoretical basis for a model of the factors that give rise to CIS. These theories distinguish 
between beliefs, attitudes, and behavioral intentions and maintain that beliefs govern attitudes and 
attitudes govern behavioral intentions. In addition, behavioral intentions are also influenced by social 
norms (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975). On this basis we propose that people engage in CIS when it is consistent 
with their beliefs. More specifically, their beliefs are aggregated into an attitude that gives rise to a 
behavioral intention that, in turn, triggers CIS behavior (Figure 4). It is for future work to determine the 
concrete beliefs that give rise to CIS. Candidate beliefs might include perceiving CIS as useful, easy, and 
pleasant. Reasons for beliefs can potentially be found in people characteristics (one of the factors in the 
center box of Figure 1) such as self-efficacy and extroversion. We propose that tasks and CIS systems (the 
two other factors in the center box of Figure 1) influence CIS by moderating the influence of beliefs on 
attitude. Influential task characteristics may include complexity (Reddy and Jansen, 2008), importance 
(Agarwal et al., 2011), and urgency (Julien and Michels, 2004). Influential system characteristics may, for 
example, include the presence or absence of chat facilities (Joho et al., 2008) and awareness support 
(Morris and Horvitz, 2007). We also speculate that social norms for or against CIS moderate the influence 
of attitude on behavioral intention and that various contextual conditions facilitate, or otherwise 
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moderate, the extent to which a behavioral intention leads to actual CIS behavior. Potential sources of 
social norms and facilitating conditions include workplaces and other organizational settings.  
The model in Figure 4 is informed by the empirical studies in this review but they do not provide a basis 
from which a model can be systematically derived. We propose the model to stir interest in creating a 
cumulative basis for research on the triggers and barriers of CIS. The tentative model begins to ask a lot 
of needed questions: What are the important beliefs, task characteristics, and other constructs? How 
strongly do they influence behavioral intentions and actual CIS behavior? Why? Under which conditions? 
It is for future CIS research to answer these questions, or reject the model. 
 
 
Figure 4. Tentative model of the factors that give rise to CIS 
 
5.3 Limitations 
Three limitations should be remembered in reading this review. First, we selected the papers for the 
review from the references of ten prominent CIS sources. This approach tends to miss the newest papers, 
which have not yet been cited. In addition, we excluded workshop papers because they are brief and 
biased toward somewhat informal studies, but we note that a number of CIS papers have been published 
at workshops. Second, we have proceeded from a bottom-up coding of the papers. While we achieved 
substantial agreement about the coding, we acknowledge that the codes are interpretations of the 
content of the papers. The coding of the types of data (behavior, experiences, reasons, outcomes) may, 
in particular, warrant independent replication. It should also be noted that a small subset of the reviewed 
studies employed multiple methods of data collection or data analysis. For these studies the coding 
merely captures the primary method. Third, we restricted the review to empirical studies. By leaving out 
conceptual papers the review may miss extant attempts at constructing CIS models and frameworks. Such 
attempts should, obviously, be merged into future empirical work aimed at building and assessing CIS 
models in a cumulative manner. 
6 Conclusion 
We have reviewed methodological issues in 69 empirical CIS studies to assess CIS research, guide future 
studies, and inspire further methodological discussion. In summary, we find that: 
 CIS research is dominated by exploratory studies that rarely built on each other in a cumulative 
manner. While a number of the reviewed studies involve comparison, only one study is confirmatory. 
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 Lab experiments, observation, and surveys are the prevalent methods of data collection. It is a key 
challenge that the methods struggle with investigating how CIS unfolds over time and across space. 
 Study participants are fairly evenly distributed between novices, intermediates, and specialists. 
Studies of novices (in the lab) tend to involve smaller group sizes than studies of specialists. 
 CIS behavior is investigated in all but three studies. Considerably fewer studies provide data about 
reasons, experiences, and outcomes. More data on outcomes appear especially desirable. 
 The most common methods of data analysis are description, statistical testing, and content analysis. 
Collectively, the studies are evenly balanced between qualitative and quantitative analyses. 
 The studies leave it largely unexplored in what ways their findings may be specific to the particular 
study setting. Relatedly, empirical CIS research appears low on generalizability. 
These findings suggest the need for a shared model that provides a context for appraising the findings of 
individual CIS studies and cumulatively absorbs the findings of individual CIS studies. We hope the CIS 
community will embrace the undertaking of empirically building and refining such a model. As a modest 
contribution to this undertaking we have proposed a tentative model of the factors that give rise to CIS. 
Appendix A: The 69 reviewed papers 
 
Paper Data collection Data analysis Data types Participants 
Amershi and Morris (2008) Lab experiment Statistical testing B, E, O 43 
Aneiros and Estivill-Castro (2005) Lab experiment Description B, E 50 
Blake and Pratt (2006) Observation Description B, R 19 
Bruce et al. (2003) Observation Description B, R 19 
Böhm et al. (2014) Survey Descriptive stats B, R 24 
Capra et al. (2010) Interview Content analysis B, R 30 
Capra et al. (2012) Lab experiment Descriptive stats B, E, R 14 
Capra et al. (2013) Lab experiment Content analysis B, R 11 
Church et al. (2012) Survey Descriptive stats B, E, R, O 193 
Diamadis and Polyzos (2004) Lab experiment Statistical testing B 40 
Ehrlich and Cash (1994) Observation Description B, R - 
Elbeshausen et al. (2015) Survey Descriptive stats B, R - 
Evans and Chi (2010) Survey Description B, R 300 
Evans et al. (2010) Lab experiment Descriptive stats B, E, R, O 8 
Farooq et al. (2009) Survey Statistical testing B, E, R 301 
Fidel et al. (2004) Observation Description B, R 10 
Freyne et al. (2004) Lab experiment Description B, O 92 
Given and Willson (2015) Interview Grounded theory B, E, R 20 
González-Ibánez et al. (2011) Lab experiment Statistical testing E, O 30 
González-Ibánez et al. (2013) Lab experiment Statistical testing B, E, O 60 
González-Ibánez and Shah (2014) Lab experiment Statistical testing B, E, O 90 
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Gorman et al. (2002) Observation Description B - 
Hansen and Järvelin (2005) Observation Descriptive stats B 9 
Hertzum (2002) Observation Content analysis B, R 17 
Hertzum (2010) Survey Content analysis B, R, O 232 
Hertzum et al. (2002) Interview Description B - 
Hertzum and Reddy (2015) Observation Description B 193 
Hyldegård (2006) Diaries Content analysis B, E 5 
Hyldegård (2009a) Diaries Content analysis B, E 10 
Hyldegård (2009b) Survey Description B, E, R 10 
Isenberg and Fisher (2009) Lab experiment Other B, E 5 
Jetter et al. (2011) Lab experiment Statistical testing B, E, R 79 
Joho et al. (2008) Lab experiment Statistical testing B, E, R, O 24 
Kelly and Payne (2014) Interview Content analysis B, E, R 16 
Knight and Mercer (2015) Field Experiment Content analysis B, O 8 
Knight and Mercer (2017) Field Experiment Content analysis B, R, O 8 
Kuiper et al. (2009) Field Experiment Statistical testing B, O 97 
Large et al. (2002) Field Experiment Statistical testing B 44 
Lazonder (2005) Lab experiment Content analysis B, O 25 
Maekawa et al. (2006) Lab experiment Statistical testing B, E 18 
Mitrelis et al. (2008) Lab experiment Description E, R 9 
Morris (2008) Survey Description B 204 
Morris (2013) Survey Statistical testing B, E, R 167 
Morris and Horvitz (2007) Lab experiment Descriptive stats B, O 14 
Morris et al. (2006) Lab experiment Statistical testing B, E, O 16 
Morris et al. (2008) Survey Statistical testing B, O 30 
Morris et al. (2010) Lab experiment Description B, E, R 42 
O'Day and Jeffries (1993) Interview Description B, R 15 
Paul and Morris (2009) Lab experiment Description B, R 18 
Paul and Morris (2011) Lab experiment Content analysis B, E 36 
Paul and Reddy (2010) Observation Grounded theory B, E, R 12 
Poltrock et al. (2003) Interview Description B, R, O 20 
Prekop (2002) Doc analysis Grounded theory B, R 28 
Reddy and Jansen (2008) Observation Description B, R - 
Reddy et al. (2008) Lab experiment Description B, E 20 
Reddy and Spence (2008) Observation Grounded theory B, R - 
Shah (2013) Lab experiment Content analysis B 84 
Shah and González-Ibáñez (2012) Lab experiment Statistical testing B, E, O 60 
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Shapira et al. (2001) Lab experiment Statistical testing B, R 162 
Smeaton et al. (2007) Lab experiment Statistical testing B, R, O 16 
Soulier et al. (2014) Lab experiment Statistical testing B, O 140 
Spence and Reddy (2007) Observation Description B 25 
Spence et al. (2005) Survey Statistical testing B, E, R 70 
Tamine and Soulier (2015) Lab experiment Statistical testing B, O 150 
Tao and Tombros (2013) Lab experiment Grounded theory B, E, R 24 
Twidale et al. (1995) Field Experiment Description B 20 
Twidale and Nichols (1996) Observation Description - - 
Yue et al. (2012) Lab experiment Content analysis B 14 
Zhou and Stahl (2007) Log analysis Description B 200 
Note: B – behavior, E – experiences, R – reasons, O - outcomes 
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